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limited ColleCtion
La Cabronita EspECiaL (onE piCkup) LimitEd to 10 of EaCh CoLor WorLdWidE
Probably the nastiest little guitar we’ve ever made. With its single TV Jones® Power’Tron™ pickup and Fender® Greasebucket™ tone circuit, 
the Cabronita Especial is like a Telecaster® with a lot more attitude. It spits out growling Tele® tones and it is so utterly badass that we’re only 
building ten in each color! Features include a lightweight alder body, lacquer finish, large “C”-shaped maple neck with 9.5” radius and 6105 
frets, vintage tuners with pearl buttons, Nocaster® chrome-dome knobs, bone nut and single-ply parchment pickguard. As noted, only ten of 
each color available.
Part # description msrP
150-6666-509 La Cabronita especial, one Pickup, Relic®, Maple neck, Candy Apple Red, Ltd $4,800.00
150-6666-572 La Cabronita especial, one Pickup, Relic®, Maple neck, Sonic Blue, Ltd $4,800.00

La Cabronita EspECiaL (tWo piCkups) LimitEd to 20 of EaCh CoLor WorLdWidE
Probably the nastiest little guitar we’ve ever made. With its dual TV Jones® Classic pickups, Fender S-1™ switch (engages a tone circuit that 
specially voices the pickup), the Cabronita Especial is like a Telecaster® with a lot more attitude. It spits out growling Tele® tones and it is so 
utterly badass that we’re only building 20 in each color! Lightweight alder body, lacquer finish, large “C”-shaped maple neck with 9.5” radius 
and 6105 frets, vintage-style tuners with pearl buttons, Nocaster® chrome-dome knobs, bone nut and single-ply parchment pickguard. As 
noted, only 20 of each color available.
Part # description msrP
150-6666-609 La Cabronita especial, two Pickups, Relic®, Maple neck, Candy Apple Red, Ltd $5,260.00
150-6666-672 La Cabronita especial, two Pickups, Relic®, Maple neck, Sonic Blue, Ltd $5,260.00

stratoCastEr® pro rELiC® avaiLabLE to ordEr January through JunE 2010
Our Custom Shop Limited Collection Stratocaster® Pro Relic® boasts features found in the personal instruments of many great Fender®-
wielding artists! Features include a select alder body, modern C-shaped maple neck with 12”-radius round-laminated fingerboard (maple or 
rosewood) and 22 medium jumbo frets, three Samarium Cobalt Noiseless™ Stratocaster® pickups, five-way switching and Greasebucket™ 
tone circuit, new deluxe two-point synchronized tremolo bridge with polished stainless steel saddles and block, Sperzel® Trim-Lok™ staggered 
tuners, LSR roller nut, contoured heel for easier access to upper frets and a three-ply parchment pickguard.
Part # description msrP
150-0610-865 Strat® Pro Relic®, Rosewood fingerboard, faded 3-Color Sunburst $2,900.00
150-0610-854 Strat® Pro Relic®, Rosewood fingerboard, dakota Red $2,900.00
150-0612-865 Strat® Pro Relic®, Maple fingerboard, faded 3-Color Sunburst $2,900.00
150-0612-854 Strat® Pro Relic®, Maple fingerboard, dakota Red $2,900.00

tELECastEr® pro rELiC® avaiLabLE to ordEr January through dECEmbEr 2010
Our Custom Shop Limited Collection Telecaster® Pro Relic® boasts features found in the personal instruments of many great Fender®-wielding 
artists! Features include a premium ash body, large C-shaped maple neck, 12”-radius maple fingerboard with 22 medium jumbo frets, a 
Custom Shop Twisted Tele® single-coil neck pickup and Samarium Cobalt Noiseless™ Telecaster® bridge pickup, four-way switching and 
Greasebucket™ tone circuit, custom-designed stainless steel bridge with compensated brass saddles, vintage-style tuners and single-ply 
parchment pickguard.
Part # description msrP
150-0602-899 tele® Pro Relic®, Maple fingerboard, nocaster® Blonde $2,900.00
150-0602-806 tele® Pro Relic®, Maple fingerboard, Black $2,900.00
150-0602-880 tele® Pro Relic®, Maple fingerboard, Arctic White $2,900.00
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Custom deluxe
Custom dELuxE stratoCastEr®

Designed for the working musician, with customized features found on limited edition Custom Shop instruments.   The Custom Deluxe 
Stratocaster® comes in select alder- and premium ash-body models. Its lightly flamed 1965 “C”-shaped maple neck has a 9.5” radius, 6105 
frets, a bone nut and a choice of maple or dark hand-selected Indian rosewood fingerboards. Other features include a Custom ‘69 single-coil 
neck pickup with gray bobbin, a Texas Special™ single-coil bridge pickup and a hum-canceling reverse-wound/reverse-polarity Custom ‘69 
single-coil middle pickup with grey bobbin; five-way switching, Schaller® tuners, three-ply mint green pickguard, modern headstock decal, “R” 
serial number neck plate, several thin nitro-lacquer body finishes (specific to body wood; see specs) and a vintage-tinted lacquer neck finish.
Part # description msrP
150-9900-840 Custom deluxe Stratocaster®, Rosewood fingerboard, fiesta Red $2,600.00
150-9900-854 Custom deluxe Stratocaster®, Rosewood fingerboard, dakota Red $2,600.00
150-9900-872 Custom deluxe Stratocaster®, Rosewood fingerboard, Sonic Blue $2,600.00
150-9900-889 Custom deluxe Stratocaster®, Rosewood fingerboard, desert Sand $2,600.00
150-9902-840 Custom deluxe Stratocaster®, Maple fingerboard, fiesta Red $2,600.00
150-9902-854 Custom deluxe Stratocaster®, Maple fingerboard, dakota Red $2,600.00
150-9902-872 Custom deluxe Stratocaster®, Maple fingerboard, Sonic Blue $2,600.00
150-9902-889 Custom deluxe Stratocaster®, Maple fingerboard, desert Sand $2,600.00
150-9900-831 Custom deluxe Stratocaster®, Rosewood fingerboard, Ash Aged Cherry Sunburst $3,200.00
150-9902-831 Custom deluxe Stratocaster®, Maple fingerboard, Ash Aged Cherry Sunburst $3,200.00

Custom dELuxE tELECastEr®

Designed for the working musician, with customized features found on limited edition Custom Shop instruments.   The Custom Deluxe 
Telecaster® comes in select alder- and premium ash-body models. Its lightly flamed smaller 1952 “U”-shaped “A” maple neck has a 9.5” 
radius, 6105 frets, a bone nut and a choice of maple or dark hand-selected Indian rosewood fingerboards. Other features include a Custom 
Shop Twisted Tele® single-coil neck pickup and Custom Shop Hot Nocaster® single-coil bridge pickup; three-way switching, custom chrome-
plated bridge plate with plated solid brass saddles, Schaller® tuners, three-ply mint green pickguard, modern headstock decal, “R” serial 
number neck plate, several thin nitro-lacquer body finishes (specific to body wood; see specs) and a vintage-tinted lacquer neck finish.
Part # description msrP
150-9800-840 Custom deluxe telecaster®, Rosewood fingerboard, fiesta Red $2,650.00
150-9800-854 Custom deluxe telecaster®, Rosewood fingerboard, dakota Red $2,650.00
150-9800-872 Custom deluxe telecaster®, Rosewood fingerboard, Sonic Blue $2,650.00
150-9800-889 Custom deluxe telecaster®, Rosewood fingerboard, desert Sand $2,650.00
150-9802-840 Custom deluxe telecaster®, Maple fingerboard, fiesta Red $2,650.00
150-9802-854 Custom deluxe telecaster®, Maple fingerboard, dakota Red $2,650.00
150-9802-872 Custom deluxe telecaster®, Maple fingerboard, Sonic Blue $2,650.00
150-9802-889 Custom deluxe telecaster®, Maple fingerboard, desert Sand $2,650.00
150-9800-831 Custom deluxe telecaster®, Rosewood fingerboard, Ash Aged Cherry Sunburst $3,300.00
150-9802-831 Custom deluxe telecaster®, Maple fingerboard, Ash Aged Cherry Sunburst $3,300.00
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time maChine™

timE maChinE™ 1952 tELECastEr® hb
1952 was a monumental year for the iconic Telecaster®, and 2010’s Custom Shop remake adds a twist to a classic. The Time Machine™ 
1952 Telecaster features a premium ash body, a mid-’50s soft “V” maple neck shape and a single-ply black Bakelite pickguard, but just to 
make it that much better we added a Seymour Duncan® ‘59 humbucking neck pickup and a Custom Shop NoCaster® bridge pickup. Further, 
this unbelievably cool guitar has been given our Relic® finish treatment, which truly makes it part beauty and part beast.
Part # description msrP
150-5402-800 1952 telecaster® hB Relic®, Rosewood fingerboard, 3-Color Sunburst $3,500.00
150-5402-899 1952 telecaster® hB Relic®, Rosewood fingerboard, nocaster® Blonde $3,500.00

timE maChinE™ 1959 stratoCastEr® hEavy rELiC®

The new Heavy Relic® 1959 Stratocaster® is an amazing mixture of vintage vibe and feel combined with modern playability. The guitar has 
been given a Heavy Relic treatment and features an alder body with a thin nitrocellulose lacquer finish and single-ply parchment pickguard. 
The neck features a dark Indian rosewood fingerboard with an early ‘60s “C” neck shape and a 9.5”-radius fingerboard with 6105 frets. Three 
Custom Shop Fat ‘50s pickups, five-way selector switch, vintage hardware and a bone nut give this beauty authentic looks and tone.
Part # description msrP
150-5900-806 1959 Stratocaster® heavy Relic®, Rosewood fingerboard, Black $3,800.00
150-5900-865 1959 Stratocaster® heavy Relic®, Rosewood fingerboard, faded 3-Color Sunburst $3,800.00

timE maChinE™ 1963 stratoCastEr®

The 1963 Strat® effortlessly evokes the musically exciting era for which it is named, with features including an alder body, and early ‘60s 
“C”-shaped neck with round-laminated 9.5” radius rosewood fingerboard and 6105 frets, a three-ply parchment pickguard and three singing, 
stinging Texas Special™ pickups.
Part # description msrP
150-6300-800 1963 Stratocaster® noS, Rosewood fingerboard, 3-Color Sunburst $3,200.00
150-6300-805 1963 Stratocaster® noS, Rosewood fingerboard, olympic White $3,200.00
150-6300-806 1963 Stratocaster® noS, Rosewood fingerboard, Black $3,200.00
150-6320-800 1963 Stratocaster® Relic®, Rosewood fingerboard, 3-Color Sunburst $3,700.00
150-6320-805 1963 Stratocaster® Relic®, Rosewood fingerboard, olympic White $3,700.00
150-6320-806 1963 Stratocaster® Relic®, Rosewood fingerboard, Black $3,700.00

timE maChinE™ 1965 stratoCastEr®

The 1965 Strat® embodies one of the most exciting years of a musically amazing decade, with features including an alder body, a ‘65 “oval 
C”-shaped neck with round-laminated 9.5” radius rosewood fingerboard and 6105 frets, a three-ply parchment pickguard, a ‘65 transition 
decal and three ‘65 Strat pickups.
Part # description msrP
150-2700-828 1965 Stratocaster® noS, Rosewood fingerboard, Black $3,200.00
150-2700-806 1965 Stratocaster® noS, Rosewood fingerboard, Black $3,200.00
150-2700-854 1965 Stratocaster® noS, Rosewood fingerboard, dakota Red $3,200.00
150-2900-828 1965 Stratocaster® Relic®, Rosewood fingerboard, Black $3,700.00
150-2900-806 1965 Stratocaster® Relic®, Rosewood fingerboard, Black $3,700.00
150-2900-854 1965 Stratocaster® Relic®, Rosewood fingerboard, dakota Red $3,700.00

timE maChinE™ 1959 prECision bass®

1959 was a transitional year for the P Bass®. Rosewood fingerboards replaced the one-piece maple neck. Meticulously built to replicate 
the original, these models also feature alder or ash bodies, a “C”-shape maple neck, vintage split single-coil pickups and a gold anodized 
pickguard. Accompanied by a tweed case, strap, cable and polishing cloth. Available in NOS and Relic® finishes.
Part # description msrP
150-2102-897 ‘59 Precision Bass® noS, Rosewood fingerboard, Chocolate 3-Color Sunburst $3,000.00
150-2302-897 ‘59 Precision Bass® Relic®, Rosewood fingerboard, Chocolate 3-Color Sunburst $3,500.00
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Custom artist
david giLmour signaturE stratoCastEr®

David Gilmour and the Fender® Custom Shop are extremely proud to release one of the most iconic and highly anticipated musical instruments 
of the past 50 years, the Fender® Custom Shop David Gilmour Signature Series Stratocaster®, based on David Gilmour’s famous “Black Strat®” 
guitar. A cornerstone of Pink Floyd’s revolutionary and incomparable sound, David Gilmour’s Black Strat® is featured extensively on The Dark 
Side of the Moon, Wish You Were Here, Animals, The Wall and his critically acclaimed 2006 solo effort, On An Island.  The Fender® Custom 
Shop worked hand-in-hand with David Gilmour and his longtime guitar technician, Phil Taylor, to create his signature model, a reproduction of 
the Black Strat® complete with its unmistakable look, sound and feel. Featuring a Black nitrocellulose lacquer finish alder body with a black 
pickguard, one piece maple neck, custom pickups, and David Gilmour’s now famous electronics and shortened vintage tremolo arm, the David 
Gilmour Signature Series Stratocaster® is as beautiful, powerful and idiosyncratic as David Gilmour’s playing. Additionally, David Gilmour’s 
signature guitar comes with a custom case, Evidence Audio™ high end guitar cable, David Gilmour’s three-disc Live in Gdansk CD/DVD 
package, and a copy of Phil Taylor’s The Black Strat® book.
Part # description msrP
015-0068-806 david Gilmour Signature Stratocaster® noS, Maple fingerboard, Black $4,000.00
015-0069-806 david Gilmour Signature Stratocaster® Relic®, Maple fingerboard, Black $4,800.00

mErLE haggard signaturE tELECastEr®

Merle’s Tribute Tele® guitar – a modified Tele® Thinline – features select alder wings with tone chambers and a laminated figured maple top, 
and maple center block with set-neck and deep carved heel, Ivoroid pickguard and binding, gold hardware, abalone Tuff-Dog Tele® headstock 
inlay, Texas Special™ Telecaster® pickups and custom four-way switching.
Part # description msrP
010-0402-803 Merle haggard Signature telecaster®, Maple fingerboard, 2-Color Sunburst $5,900.00

diCk daLE signaturE stratoCastEr®

The Dick Dale Stratocaster® guitar honors the pioneer of surf guitar, and his unique sound and playing style. Features include an alder body, 
special shape maple neck with reverse headstock, rosewood fingerboard, three Custom ‘50s pickups with special switching, master volume 
control and original synchronized tremolo.
Part # description msrP
010-6100-814 dick dale Signature Stratocaster®, Rosewood fingerboard, Chartreuse Sparkle $3,400.00

danny gatton signaturE tELECastEr®

The Danny Gatton Signature Telecaster® guitar is based on Gatton’s heavily customized ‘50s Telecaster®. The cubic zirconium side markers 
will reflect light on any darkened stage; other features include a swamp ash body, specially shaped maple neck with 22 frets, a pair of Bill 
Lawrence®-designed pickups based on the original specs of Danny’s personal instrument, and a special Telecaster® bridge and saddles.
Part # description msrP
010-8700-867 danny Gatton Signature telecaster®, Maple fingerboard, honey Blonde $4,200.00
010-8700-879 danny Gatton Signature telecaster®, Maple fingerboard, frost Gold $4,200.00

aLbErt CoLLins signaturE tELECastEr®

The Ice Man’s 66 Custom Tele® guitar is faithfully replicated in this screamer! Features include a double-bound swamp ash body, special 
shape maple neck with 21 frets, custom Seymour Duncan® humbucking pickup in the neck position, and a custom vintage Fender® Tele 
pickup in the bridge.
Part # description msrP
010-8800-821 Albert Collins Signature telecaster®, Maple fingerboard, natural $4,000.00

robErt Cray signaturE stratoCastEr®

The Robert Cray Strat® guitar is a strong persuader, providing the sound, sustain and expression he’s known for with its non-tremolo hard-tail 
bridge and Custom Wound Vintage Strat® pickups. Other features include an alder body, lightly figured maple neck with rosewood fingerboard, 
21 frets and gold vintage hardware.
Part # description msrP
010-9100-824 Robert Cray Signature Stratocaster®, Rosewood fingerboard, Inca Silver $4,200.00
010-9100-826 Robert Cray Signature Stratocaster®, Rosewood fingerboard, Violet $4,200.00

rory gaLLaghEr signaturE stratoCastEr®

Fender® Custom Shop designers met Donal Gallagher, brother of the late, great Rory Gallagher, in 1997 at Los Angeles International Airport 
and received a gig bag holding one of the most coveted guitars of all time...Rory’s worn-to-the-wood 1961 Stratocaster® guitar. Fender® 
initially built 40 “clones” for the European market, and was subsequently besieged with requests for more.  The Rory Gallagher Tribute 
Stratocaster® guitar is an exact replica of that revered instrument, right down to the extremely worn 3-Color Sunburst alder body, maple neck 
and rosewood fingerboard. We’ve even included five Sperzel® tuners and one Gotoh® tuner, and we’ve replaced the 12th-fret dot marker with 
white plastic instead of the original clay. It also features three custom-wound ‘60s single-coil pickups, aged chrome hardware, 21 jumbo frets 
and a bone nut. Our homage to a true and truly missed master.
Part # description msrP
015-0080-800 Rory Gallagher Signature Stratocaster® Relic®, Rosewood fingerboard, 3-Color Sunburst $4,000.00
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EriC CLapton signaturE stratoCastEr®

Built to Slowhand’s exacting specifications, the Custom Shop Eric Clapton Signature Stratocaster® guitar is powered by three Vintage 
Noiseless™ pickups and features an alder body, special soft “V” shaped maple neck, blocked tremolo and Eric’s signature on the headstock.
Part # description msrP
015-8082-893 eric Clapton Signature Stratocaster®, Maple fingerboard, eC Grey $3,500.00
015-8082-804 eric Clapton Signature Stratocaster®, Maple fingerboard, daphne Blue $3,500.00
015-0082-806 eric Clapton Signature Stratocaster®, Maple fingerboard, Black $3,500.00
015-0082-850 eric Clapton Signature Stratocaster®, Maple fingerboard, Mercedes Blue $3,500.00
015-0082-873 eric Clapton Signature Stratocaster®, Maple fingerboard, Midnight Blue $3,500.00

JEff bECk signaturE stratoCastEr®

From his blistering British Invasion beginnings through his amazingly varied solo career and right up to today, Jeff Beck’s Stratocaster® guitar 
has been an integral part of his signature sound. The Jeff Beck Signature Stratocaster® features a thinner “C”-shaped maple neck with a 
rosewood fingerboard and a contoured heel for easier access to the higher registers. Further, it’s “Wired” with dual ceramic Noiseless™ 
pickups and has a two-point synchronized tremolo with stainless steel saddles, LSR roller nut, aged knobs and pickup covers, and Beck’s 
signature on the headstock.
Part # description msrP
015-0083-805 Jeff Beck Signature Stratocaster®, Rosewood fingerboard, olympic White $3,500.00
015-0083-857 Jeff Beck Signature Stratocaster®, Rosewood fingerboard, Surf Green $3,500.00

John 5 hb signaturE tELECastEr®

Featuring pure Tele® guitar styling and cutting edge modifications, the John 5 HB Telecaster® guitar is a modern day classic. Although it 
appears to be a standard Tele® guitar, a closer look unveils a custom three-on-a-side headstock bolted onto a black double-bound premium ash 
body with a shaved maple neck (for behind the nut bends) complete with a rosewood fingerboard. The John 5 HB is equipped with a Fender® 
USA Enforcer™ humbucking bridge pickup, a Fender® Custom Shop Twisted Tele® neck pickup with a master volume and tone control.
Part # description msrP
015-5000-806 J5 hB Signature telecaster®, Rosewood fingerboard, Black $3,200.00

J5 bigsby® signaturE tELECastEr®

The J5 Bigsby® Signature Telecaster® features an ash body, Seymour Duncan® Hot Rails™ humbucking bridge pickup, a Fender® Custom Shop 
Twisted Tele® neck pickup and a Bigsby® licensed vibrato system.
Part # description msrP
015-5500-806 J5 Bigsby® Signature telecaster®, Rosewood fingerboard, Black $3,400.00

robin troWEr signaturE stratoCastEr®

In 1974, legendary solo artist and Procol Harum guitarist, Robin Trower, helped define an era of guitar riff rock with the first four notes of 
“Bridge Of Sighs.” A long-time Stratocaster® player, Robin’s signature guitar features a custom pickup set created by Robin and Fender® 
Master Builder Todd Krause. The pickup set provides multiple classic Strat® tones, and the reverse wound/reverse polarity middle pickup, 
which includes a humbucking option in the second and fourth positions. Other features include an alder body, custom “C” -shape maple neck 
with a large ‘70s-style headstock, abalone dot position inlays with narrow spacing, ‘70s-style decal, Synchronized Tremolo, bullet truss rod 
adjustment nut and four-bolt neck plate.
Part # description msrP
015-5102-806 Robin trower Signature Stratocaster®, Maple fingerboard, Black $3,100.00
015-5102-880 Robin trower Signature Stratocaster®, Maple fingerboard, Arctic White $3,100.00
015-5102-888 Robin trower Signature Stratocaster®, Maple fingerboard, Midnight Wine Burst $3,100.00

pino paLadino signaturE prECision bass®

When your resume includes Jeff Beck, The Who, Eric Clapton, Simon & Garfunkel and John Mayer (to name a few), you  re obviously 
doing something right! And when your bass is as special as legendary session bassist Pino Palladino  s, it  s no wonder the 
Custom Shop chose to reproduce his   62 Precision Bass. Featuring a light alder body, a  C -shape straight grain maple neck with 
Indian rosewood fingerboard, custom-wound pickup, tortoiseshell pickguard and Thomastik-Infeld® strings – Pino  s signature bass is 
made to his exacting specifications.
Part # description msrP
015-8200-840 Pino Paladino Signature Precision Bass®, Rosewood  fingerboard, fiesta Red $4,200.00

rEggiE hamiLton signaturE Jazz bass®

The Reggie Hamilton Jazz Bass® incorporates an active/passive switch, an 18-volt power supply, and a pre-shape sound module that allows 
the treble and bass center frequency to be shifted. The pickup pairings create a unique voice for Jazz Bass® and Precision Bass® tones. 
Features include American Series P Bass® and Noiseless™ J Bass® pickups (four-string models) or custom reverse wound American P Bass® 
and Noiseless™ J Bass® pickups on the five-string models. Other features include Hipshot® drop tuners on the E (four-string models) or B 
(five-string models), a modified select alder J Bass® body, a quartersawn maple neck with a five-bolt neck plate, a sculpted heel and Schaller® 
locking strap buttons.
Part # description msrP
015-8400-800 Reggie hamilton Signature Jazz Bass® IV, Rosewood fingerboard, 3-Color Sunburst $3,200.00
015-8400-806 Reggie hamilton Signature Jazz Bass® IV, Rosewood fingerboard, Black $3,200.00
015-8500-800 Reggie hamilton Signature Jazz Bass® V, Pao ferro fingerboard, 3-Color Sunburst $3,400.00
015-8500-806 Reggie hamilton Signature Jazz Bass® V, Pao ferro fingerboard, Black $3,400.00

JaCo pastorius tributE Jazz bass®

A tribute to the great Jazz Bass® master! This is a faithful re creation of Jaco’s famous distressed Three-color Sunburst fretless Jazz Bass® 
and is a result of meticulous research done in cooperation with his technician. Jaco’s Jazz Bass® features a select alder body, special shaped 
maple neck, epoxy coated fretless rosewood fingerboard and knurled chrome Precision Bass® control knobs.
Part # description msrP
019-6108-800 Jaco Pastorius tribute Jazz Bass®, Rosewood fingerboard, 3-Color Sunburst $4,200.00
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